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HARD X-RAY EMISSION BY CLUSTERSIN AN INTENSE FEMTOSECOND LASER FIELDAT THE COLLECTIVE RECOMBINATIONV. P. Krainov *, A. V. SofronovMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, Russian FederationReeived Marh 26, 2008We onsider the new mehanism of X-ray generation by lusters under irradiation by femtoseond laser pulses,the so alled olletive photo-reombination. We develop the theory of the photo-reombination of eletronsthat pass from atomi lusters at the outer ionization to the ground level of a homogeneously harged luster.Suh a luster is onsidered as a quantum potential well. The dipole approximation is inappliable for thisproess. We onlude that X-ray photons in the olletive photo-reombination on a harged luster as a wholehave the energy that is muh larger than that for the photo-reombination on separate atomi ions inside theluster. For a typial luster of 2:25 � 106 eletrons, with the radius R = 300Å and the number density ofplasma eletrons ne = 2 � 1022 m�3, we obtain that at a 5% outer ionization of this luster, the energy ofhard X-ray photons is 7:2 keV.PACS: 36.40.-, 32.80.RmThe main experimental observables for energytransfer from laser pulse to a luster and the major the-oretial approahes are disussed in the reent reviewpaper [1℄. The interation of an intense femtoseondlaser pulse with a luster is aompanied by e�ienttransformation of laser energy into hard X-rays [2; 3℄.For example, these X-rays are produed at the radi-ation reombination by atomi M -shell emission fromXe lusters under their irradiation by a TW, 800 nmTi:sapphire laser system delivering pulses with the du-ration 120 fs [4℄. The peak laser intensity in this experi-ment was 7:4�1017 W/m2 and the observed photon en-ergy was � 1 keV. High-harged atomi ions inside thelusters are produed at the ollisional ionization by hoteletrons. In partiular, the eletron energy is higherthan 100 keV at the irradiation of Ar lusters with alaser pulse of duration 28 fs and intensity 1�1017 W/m2[5℄. The eletrons in this experiment are aeleratedvia the betatron resonane mehanism. In the reentexperiment [6℄, intense (up to a few 1017 W/m2) fem-toseond (down to 40 fs) laser pulses are foused ontoa partially lusterized argon gas jet. The interationleads to X-ray emission that is spetrally resolved us-*E-mail: vpkrainov�mail.ru

ing a high-resolution time-integrated spetrometer inthe K-shell range from 2:9 to 4:3 keV. The observedharateristi lines demonstrate highly harged atomiions up to Ar16+.Various e�ets at the irradiation of large Van derWaals lusters by intense femtoseond laser pulses werereviewed in Ref. [7℄.The emission of X-rays by lusters of moderateto large size (104�106 atoms) irradiated by an intenselaser pulse (1016�1019 W/m2) is onsidered in Ref. [8℄.Over-the-barrier ionization of the luster atoms gener-ates multiharged ions and eletrons. For inreasing theluster size, more and more eletrons remain trappedinside the luster. X-rays are generated in the inter-ation of the trapped eletrons with the luster ions.Three suh proesses are onsidered in detail: diretphoto-reombination of free eletrons and ions, diele-troni reombination, and exitation of ions by ele-tron impat followed by ollisional reombination. It isshown that the main ontribution to the X-ray emis-sion under the above onditions is made by the eletronimpat exitation, while dieletroni reombination isless important, and photo-reombination hardly playsany role. The exitation is reated before the lusterexplodes, whereas emission of X-rays ontinues there-452



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 3 (9), 2008 Hard X-ray emission by lusters : : :after.Emission of X-rays by large lusters with 108 to1010 atoms irradiated by an intense laser pulse (1016 to1018 W/m2) is analyzed in Ref. [9℄. A self-onsistentmodel for the luster evolution during and after irra-diation is developed. The model takes the absorptionof radiation, formation of multiharged ions, and lus-ter expansion into aount. The model is applied torelate the parameters of the luster beam and the laserpulse to those of the forming plasma. They �nd thatthe expansion of large lusters goes through di�erentstages after the end of the laser pulse and is not a-urately desribed by the Coulomb expansion model,whih underestimates the luster lifetime. For a morerealisti desription, the nonuniformity of the plasmamust be onsidered. Two radiative proesses are on-sidered in detail: dieletroni reombination and exi-tation of ions by eletron impat followed by photonemission. Under the above onditions, the ontribu-tions of both proesses to X-ray emission are ompa-rable. It is experimentally shown in [10℄ that there is avery signi�ant enhanement in the yield of Ar K-shellX-rays in heterogeneous lusters that are made by o-expansion of Ar gas with water. The presene of waterprovides additional free eletrons for ollisional ioniza-tion, whih leads to higher harge states and a largerfration of Ar atoms with innershell vaanies, leadingto enhanement in theK-shellX-ray yield. The hangein the ionization intensity is argued to be due to thepresene of easily ionizable water moleules doping theAr lusters.In our paper [11℄, various mehanisms of reombi-nation of eletrons with multiply harged atomi ionsin atomi lusters irradiated by superintense femtose-ond laser pulses are disussed: ollisional reombi-nation, dieletroni reombination, and diret photo-reombination. All the reombination mehanisms areshown to take a time onsiderably longer than the laserpulse duration and, hene, they an develop only in ahomogeneous, fairly rare�ed luster plasma after pulsetermination.This paper is devoted to the new mehanism ofX-ray generation by lusters at their irradiation byfemtoseond laser pulses, the so alled olletive photo-reombination. We onsider the photo-reombinationof eletrons that pass from atomi lusters at the outerionization to the ground level of a harged luster on-sidering as a quantum potential well.The potential energy of an eletron in the �eld of auniformly harged luster with the radius R and hargeZ is given by (here and hereafter, the atomi system ofunits is used, e = ~ = me = 1)

U(r) =8>><>>: �Zr ; r > R;ZR ��32 + r22R2� ; r < R: (1)The luster harge is a result of the outer ionizationprodued by the laser �eld.The inequality R � a0=Z is always satis�ed foratomi lusters. Here, a0 = ~2=mee2 is the Bohr radius.Therefore, the ground and low-lying exited quantumstates in potential (1) are desribed well by the po-tential of a spherial harmoni osillator with the fre-queny !0 =r ZR3 � U(r) � ZR:The energy of the ground state in this potential refe-rened to the bottom of the potential well is32!0 = 32r ZR3 :This energy referened to U = 0 is approximatelyE = 32 ZR � !0(see Fig. 1).As an example, we onsider a large atomi lusterwith the radius R = 300Å and with the typial num-ber density of plasma eletrons ne = 2�1022 m�3: This
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Fig. 1. The luster potential U(r) and the photo-reombination shemati proess, N = 2:25 � 106,Z = 105, R = 300Å453



V. P. Krainov, A. V. Sofronov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 3 (9), 2008luster ontainsN = ne(4�R3=3) = 2:25 �106 eletrons.In suh a large luster, approximately 5% of eletronsare typially ejeted by laser �eld from the luster.Hene, the harge of the luster is Z � 105: The fre-queny of the harmoni osillator is !0 = 0:64 eV. Theionization potential of the ground level is E = 7:2 keV.The normalized wave funtion of the ground stateof the spherial harmoni osillator is (r) = � Z�2R3�3=8 exp �pZ=R3r22 ! : (2)The typial radius of this state is r0 = (4R3=Z)1=4: It isequal approximately to 5Å in the above example. Thewavelength of an X-ray photon emitted at the photo-reombination is 4�R=3Z � 1:7Å. Thus, the photonwavelength is less than the radius of the ground state.Hene, the dipole approximation is inappliable for de-sribing photo-ionization and photo-reombination, al-though the onsidered problem is nonrelativisti.To derive the photo-reombination ross setion, we�rst alulate the ross setion of the inverse proess,i.e. of the photo-ionization. The di�erential ross se-tion is d�ion = p2�! jMfij2 d
; (3)where p is the eletron momentum in the �nal ontin-uum state, ! is the frequeny of the absorbed photon,and Mfi is the matrix element for the bound-free ele-tron transition. Aording to the energy onservationlaw, we have ! = E + p2=2: We note that the eletronenergy in the �nal ontinuum state p2=2� E; beausethe photo-ionization ross setion is exponentially smallat p2=2 � E and p2=2 > E.The transition matrix element Mfi is given byMfi = C (e � p) Z exp (�ip � r+ ik � r) (r) dr; (4)where e is the unit polarization vetor of the absorbedphoton and k is the photon wave vetor, jkj = !=.The �nal eletron state is desribed here by the planewave C exp(ip � r): This is orret beause the wavefuntions of the initial and �nal eletron states overlapin the viinity of small values of r � r0; in this region,the potential of the harged luster in Eq. (1) is pra-tially onstant. We expand the real ontinuum wavefuntion of the �nal state with respet to plane wavesin the semilassial approximation, and hene the di-mensionless normalized oe�ient C isC =s p(2E)1=2 �s p(3Z=R)1=2 � 1:

The exponential exp(ik � r) annot be expanded inthe Taylor series beause, as we have said, the dipoleapproximation is not valid, and signi�ant values ofk � r are of the order of unity. Signi�ant values of pin the integral in Eq. (4) are of the order of k. Hene,eletrons are ejeted mainly with the kineti energyk22 � !222 � 98 � ZR�2 :In the above example, this energy is approximately50 eV.To alulate the matrix element, we introdue thenotation � for the angle between the vetors r and k�p.Then dr = 2�r2dr dx;where x = os �: Integrating Eq. (4) over � yieldsMfi = 4�Ce � pjk� pj 1Z0  (r) sin (jk� pjr) r dr: (5)We introdue the angle # between vetors k and p.Then e � p = p sin# os'and Eq. (5) an be rewritten asMfi = 4�pC sin# os'pk2 + p2 � 2kp os# � Z�2R3�3=8 �� 1Z0 exp �pZ=R3 r22 !�� sin�pk2 + p2 � 2kp os# r � r dr: (6)We here substituted the ground-state wave funtionfrom Eq. (2). Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (3), we derivethe photoionization ross setion by integrating overthe angle ':�ion = 16p�p433=2(ZR)3=4 +1Z�1 ds 1� s2k2 + p2 � 2kps �� ������ 1Z0 exp �pZ=R3r22 ! �� sin�pk2 + p2 � 2kps r� r dr������2 : (7)Here, s = os#:454



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 3 (9), 2008 Hard X-ray emission by lusters : : :The photo-reombination ross setion an be foundusing the priniple of detail equilibrium for diret andinverse proesses: �re = 2!22p2�ion: (8)Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (8), we obtaind�re = 24p�Z5=4p2R11=4331=2 +1Z�1 ds 1� s2k2 + p2 � 2kps �� ������ 1Z0 exp �pZ=R3 r22 ! �� sin�pk2 + p2 � 2kps r� r dr������2 : (9)Here, k = 3Z=2R beause, as noted above, the ele-tron energy p2=2 is small ompared to the ionizationpotential 3Z=2R.Changing the integration variable asr = �R3=Z�1=4 u; we rewrite Eq. (9) in the form�re = 8p3�(ZR)1=4p23 +1Z�1 ds 1� s2k2 + p2 � 2kps �� ������ 1Z0 exp��u22 � �� sin0�srR3Z (k2 + p2 � 2kps)u1Au du������2 : (10)We now introdue the dimensionless momentumP = �R3=Z�1=4 pand dimensionless wave vetorK = �R3Z �1=4 k � 32 �Z3R �1=4 :In the above example, we have K = 12:6 � 1: ThenEq. (10) beomes�re = 8p3� (ZR)1=43 P 2 +1Z�1 ds 1� s2K2 + P 2 � 2KPs �� ������ 1Z0 exp��u22 � �� sin�pK2 + P 2 � 2KPsu�u du������2 : (11)

Integrating by parts in the integral over u, we rewritethis as�re = 2p3� (ZR)1=43 P 2 +1Z�1 ds �1� s2��� ������ 1Z�1 exp��u22 � �� os�pK2 + P 2 � 2KPsu� du������2 : (12)We an further rewrite Eq. (12) in the form�re = 2p3� (ZR)1=43 P 2 +1Z�1 ds �1� s2��� ������ 1Z�1 exp��u22 �ipK2+P 2�2KPsu� du������2 : (13)The integral over u is evaluated analytially:�re = 4�3=2p3(ZR)1=43 P 2 exp(�K2 � P 2)�� +1Z�1 ds �1� s2� exp (2KPs) : (14)The integral over s is also derived analytially:�re(P ) = 16��3�3=2 R3=4Z5=4 exp(�K2 � P 2)���h(2KP )� sh(2KP )2KP � : (15)The dependene of the reombination ross setion onP is shown in Fig. 2 in the above ase where K = 12:6.It an be seen that this dependene features a sharpmaximum at P = K:We further use the fat that KP � 1 as a rule.Then Eq. (18) simpli�es to�re(P ) = 8��3�3=2 R3=4Z5=4 exp h� (K � P )2i : (16)The maximum value of the reombination ross setionis ahieved at P = K:�maxre = 8��3�3=2 R3=4Z5=4 : (17)In the above example with R = 30 nm andZ = 105, this maximum ross setion is equal to4 � 10�5 a.u.� 10�21 m2 at the eletron energy ofapproximately 50 eV.455
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Fig. 2. The dependene of the dimen-sionless photo-reombination ross setion(3=�)3=2Z5=4�re(P )=16R3=4 on the dimension-less eletron momentum P = �R3=Z�1=4 p for thease K = 12:6 (the atomi luster with the radiusR = 300Å and the harge Z = 105)The photo-reombination rate an be obtained fromthe ross setion by multiplying it by the eletron velo-ity p � k and dividing by the luster volume 4�R3=3.This gives the maximum photo-reombination rate�re = (3�)1=22R13=4Z1=4 : (18)In the above example, this rate is �re � 5 � 103 s�1.This quantity an be ompared to the rate of thephoto-reombination of an eletron with the same en-ergy per atomi ion inside the luster. Unlike the olle-tive photo-reombination, the dipole approximation isappliable in this ase. The photo-ionization ross se-tion with the prodution of an eletron near the thresh-old is �ion � 0:2=Z2i a.u. Here, Zi is the harge of anatomi ion. The ross setion of the inverse proess,i.e., photo-reombination, is found from Eq. (8) as�re(ion) = 0:4!2i2p2Z2i ; (19)where !i is the frequeny of the absorbed photon. Inthe hydrogen-like approximation, we obtain !i = Z2i =2and �re(ion) = 0:05Z2i2Ee ; (20)
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